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Dear Friend,

Welcome to Journey Church Family!

We are honored that you have expressed interest in being a part of the team. We truly
believe that when we push aside our personal preferences to serve the local church the
world can be forever changed by the love of Jesus. We are called to serve like Jesus
did and it is an honor to be a part of the story He is telling throughout history. We make
no apologies for being over the top thrilled to pour out our very lives to share the
message of Hope found in Him.

We love the way Romans 12 states it:
“So hereʼs what I want you to do, God helping you: Take your everyday, ordinary
life—your sleeping, eating, going-to- work, and walking-around life—and place it
before God as an offering. Embracing what God does for you is the best thing
you can do for him. Don’t become so well-adjusted to your culture that you fit into
it without even thinking. Instead, fix your attention on God. You’ll be changed
from the inside out. Readily recognize what he wants from you, and quickly
respond to it. Unlike the culture around you, always dragging you down to its
level of immaturity, God brings the best out of you, develops well-formed maturity
in you.”

We believe as we fix our eyes on Jesus even the most ordinary tasks become worship
to our God! He takes our daily lives and flows His love through all we do! This playbook
has been created to help you with any questions you might have and to instruct you in
some of our procedures and responsibilities. Don’t hesitate to reach out if you have any
questions. We want you to know that we are thankful for you - welcome to the family!

The best is YET to come!
JJ Vasquez
Lead Pastor
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Mission
We exist to make Jesus accessible to anyone.

System & Strategy
The system refers to the process of development of each individual within our mission.
Answer the question: What do we do?

The strategy serves the mission and works within the system.
Answer the question: How will we succeed?

System Strategy

Know God Sunday Services

Find Freedom Small Groups

Discover Their Purpose Next Steps

Make a Difference The Dream Team
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Core Values
We love God

● We are passionate about the presence of God and developing our character,
living a life that reflects the love of Christ.

We love people
● We grow relationally with the team, and have a genuine love for the people we

serve; those who attend church and those outside the church.

We pursue excellence
● Whatever we do, we will do it to the best of our ability and continually develop the

gifts that God has given us.

We choose joy
● We endeavor to have the mind of Christ and approach life with an attitude of

humility and an atmosphere of fun. We are not slaves to our emotion; our attitude
is dependent upon our focus.

Standards
Because we love God...

● Pray first
● Do it with passion
● Talk with people, not about them
● Lead from the front

Because we pursue excellence...
● Start and end on time
● Architect your atmosphere
● Create distraction-free environments
● Come prepared

Because we love people…
● Be a servant
● Don’t point, walk with
● Keep your hands-free
● Walk slowly and see people
● Create memorable moments

Because we choose joy…
● Make it fun
● See the positive
● Assume the best
● Fight for the family
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Team Org Chart

(Insert org chart here)
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LEADERSHIP LAYERS
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LEADER PROFILE.
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How We Serve
Our Purpose -

To help people find community and get to know Jesus no matter where they are in the world.

The Win -

We give people an outlet to start a relationship with Christ or deepen their relationship with Him.

Our win is knowing that we are able to make a difference every Sunday across our nation.

How You Help -

We are members of Journey Online, our second campus of Journey Church. We help connect

with members virtually at our Sunday service through prayer and interaction on our online

platforms.

Our goal is to help someone feel as they are a part of our church. It does not matter if they are

not in the room, they are still a part of our church family and we strive to communicate this every

Sunday.

Responsibilities - What do we do on Sundays?

○ We communicate on Slack, our online application where we can communicate with each

other and our leaders.

○ We are on time every Sunday for our 8:45 AM EST virtual huddle on zoom. Your Team

Leader will send you an invitation to join Slack.
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○ We have every platform- Youtube, Facebook, and Church Online open and ready on tabs

on our computer according to the platform we choose to serve. that is needed before our

9:15 AM EST  or 11 AM EST service begins.

○ As people start logging onto the chat, we are engaging and start interacting with them.

This looks like:

✓ “Good morning _____!”

✓ “So glad you could join us this Sunday!”

✓ “Tell us where you are tuning in from!”

✓ “So cool you are joining us from _____!”

✓ “Stand up on your feet and worship with us!”

✓ “This sermon is so insightful. What stood out to you so far?”

○ Avoid using all caps, it can come across as virtual yelling so use standard capitalization

and ensure your caps lock is off.

○ Use proper punctuation. This will help avoid misunderstandings, help Google translate

accurately translate your messages into other languages, present our church in a tidy

light, and clarify meaning for non-native English speakers.

○ Avoid using slang or churchy words that can cause confusion such as “What’s crackin’?”

or “sanctification”. The best approach is to use simple language and provide explanations

for any words or jargon that an unchurched guest might not understand.

○ As the service progresses, we encourage the word. You can say phrases like:

✓ “That’s good, Pastor”

✓ “Amen!”

✓ “I received that!”

✓ You can include emojis to encourage the word as well.

○ Even ask open-ended questions- those that can’t be answered with a “yes” or “no”- and

questions beginning with who, what, when, where, why, or how are always great

conversation starters.
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✓ Example: I love that Pastor JJ just mentioned ________. That’s so powerful! How

do you think we can apply this into our everyday lives?

○ We answer any questions that a member may ask. If we do not know the answer, we

reach out to our slack channel.

○ If someone requests prayer, then we are accepting this prayer request. We will be shown

on your first serve how to accept these prayer requests and responses on the chat. We

have a book that will give advice on how to pray for others online.

✓ If someone does not respond after a minute or so, just reassure them that you are

praying for them and they are welcome to share in the chat whenever they feel

comfortable.

○ We help people get connected virtually with the resources that we provide.

Remember, in the online realm, our communication truly is our ministry—that’s why we strive to
make it as excellent as possible. Learn from your teammates, have fun, and never forget our
mission: to lead people to become fully devoted followers of Christ!

Performance Measures -  How do I know we are making an impact?

○ Do guests feel welcomed in the chat?

○ Do they feel valued and included?

○ Are they engaging throughout the service?

○ Have you built a personal connection with anyone in the chat?

Location Logistics - What do I do during the week?

○ The director will schedule a meeting to go over progress and leadership tools for Journey

Online, this will happen once a month via zoom.

○ Confirm/decline on the planning center for services.

○ Communicate with the director about how the previous Sunday experience went.
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Onboarding Steps
Welcoming new dream teamers onto our teams is essential to the health of our teams and

ultimately our church. We want to make sure they feel welcome, comfortable and confident to

serve every Sunday.

○ First serve steps for our Online Hosts:

✓ Have a phone call with the director/coordinator to get to know the member and

determine what their servicing scheduling will look like and what platforms they

will serve on.

○ Serving schedule options:

● 9:15 am, 11 am, and 6 pm; every week, bi-weekly, or once a

month.

● They can serve on Journey Online, Facebook, and YouTube.

✓ Once they choose how often they are willing to serve, there will be a zoom call

orientation on a Sunday to show how we do Online

○ Go over Online, show new members this is how our Online Hosts

communicate and how we can pray privately with those who need it. This

is where the majority of our links are and if you have any questions for the

director, you can ask on this host channel or on our slack channel.

✓ If they are a Online Host that comes in person, these are there first serve steps:

○ Meet in DTC

○ Show them how to check-in

○ Get their first serve gift

○ Grab some breakfast and sit in DTC as you walk through:

● DT parking
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● Sit one serve one.

● Team playbook.

● Planning Center (have them get their phone out and physically

show how to download the planning center services app.)

✓ Give a tour of the church. This is our home and they are moving in. Show them

around so they know where everything is and feel comfortable.

○ Tour should include:

● Auditorium

● Backstage and worship rooms

● Mothers room

● Hosts/stewardship station

● Jkids (include rules of who is allowed in there)

● Blue & black tents

✓ Introduce everyone serving today, including clearly identifying the leader.

✓ Have them shadow a member of the team

✓ End of serve: communicate to the leader what position is best for them on the

team so that they can be scheduled accordingly.

How To Handle Sticky Situations
Critics of online ministry often say accountability is missing in an environment where people can

hide behind anonymity. But we found that oftentimes people will share more openly online than

they might in face-to-face conversations. Church online attenders often tell us they were too

hesitant to attend a traditional church setting, worried about what people might say or think. But

they feel comfortable enough to try church online, and what they did, they found a place they can

belong to before they believed.
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With anonymity can come messiness- people saying or doing things that may not happen in a

physical building. But, as believers, we embrace the messiness and use those opportunities as a

way to minister to people in need.

Disruptive Behavior
If a guest continually exhibits inappropriate behavior, Hosts have the ability to mute them on the

Church Online platform. Muted guests can still watch the message and see chat. They will also

see their own posts appear, but their post will not show up to anyone else. Before a host mutes a

guest, they should be given a friendly reminder in the public chat and then in direct chat if

needed. Remind them that this is an open and welcoming space for all.

Muting should be a last resort- sometimes it’s hard to know if it’s the right thing to do.

Mute a Guest When:

✓ You will guess when they continue to use profanity after being asked not to do so

✓ They post pornographic links or phrases

✓ They continue to post racist or hateful remarks

✓ They bully others

Suicide
When we learned that someone in our community is contemplating suicide, the church can

respond to their need and introduce them to the hope of Christ. Determine how to respond,

discuss with your leadership team and consider seeking the advice of outside counsel. We have

included a few things we’ve learned along the way but the information doesn’t constitute legal

advice or best practices and you should not go to this information to be a substitute for the advice

of a licensed attorney in your area. It also does not replace having a conversation with your team

to determine how to respond.
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Watch for Warning Signs:

There is some red flags in case someone may be considering suicide. We watch out for the

following types of warning signs, among others:

✓ Verbal: saying things like I just wanna end it all, I feel trapped, the pain is unbearable, I

don’t have a reason to live, or I’m just a burden on people now

✓ Mood: exhibiting signs of depression, anxiety, apathy, or rage

✓ Behavior: binging, giving away prized possessions, withdrawing socially, oversleeping,

and self harming

✓ Emotional: feeling intense self-hatred, hopelessness, shame, bottle of anger, or desire for

revenge

✓ Medical: being diagnosed with a mental health disorder or having a history of previous

suicide attempts

Assess the risk level:

How does someone know how serious of suicide threat really is? Truth is they can’t- so we

always take a suicide situation seriously, even if it’s possible it might just be a cry for attention.

Here are four factors which may indicate professional intervention is needed right away (there

are just some examples):

✓ Intent: “I want to end my life”

✓ Plan: “Here’s how I’m going to do it”

✓ Means: “I have access to what I need to do this”

✓ Timeline: “I have picked out a day and time for this to happen”

If these factors are present or if the person says they are in immediate danger of committing

suicide, Hosts urge the guests to contact emergency services, and then the Host immediately gets

in touch with a pastor. If the Host or pastor knows where the individual is and believes self harm
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or harm to others is imminent, that the Host or pastor considers contacting local emergency

services directly.

Take Action:

In a Host’s interactions with a suicidal person, we have found it is valuable to provide a listening

ear, a caring prayer, and helpful resources. These steps are some of the ways we’ve learned to

guide the conversation:

Ask → Notify → Listen → Pray → Resource → Follow up

1. Ask: If a Host suspects someone might be suicidal but isn’t sure, it’s all right to talk to

them about the concern. One example of a way to approach this topic sensitively is by

saying something like, “I’m worried about you. Have you ever thought about harming

yourself or taking your life?”

2. Notify: If a Host encounters a suicide situation, they notify a team leader/pastor

immediately. They will let the leader know if the person has expressed intent, aplan,

access to means, and/or a timeline, or any other factors they feel relevant. If the attender

is comfortable with it, Hosts may invite the team leader into the conversation so they can

all talk together.

3. Listen: Hosts can encourage the person to tell them as much or as little as they’re

comfortable sharing about their situation. They can show empathy by repeating what the

attender says back to them and telling them how proud they are for opening up. We’ve

found that a Host can keep the attender talking by asking clarifying questions and

questions about their life. Above all, the Hosts show care and loving concern for the

person and the difficulties they’re facing.

4. Pray: Hosts let the person know that God cares about them and their situation and that

they’d love to pray with the attender to ask for His help. Here are some suggestions of

things to pray for:

✓ That they would know how much God loves and values them.

✓ That God would bring them healing, comfort, and hope for the future.
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✓ That they would have the strength and courage to seek help when they feel

overwhelmed.

✓ That they would know that God is always in control, even if everything else in life

seems out of their control.

✓ That today would be the first day of a brand new chapter in their life.

✓ Anything else that God brings into their heart or mind as they’re praying—let the

Holy Spirit guide!

5. Resource: Before ending the conversation, Hosts can provide the person with some

helpful resources to support them. Here are some resources that may be helpful:

✓ Relevant Bible verses, such as Philippians 4:6-7, Isaiah 41:10, Matthew 11:28-30,

Psalm 139:14, Jeremiah 17:14, 1 Peter 5:6-7, and Psalm 94:18-19.

✓ A YouVersion Bible Plan, such as Overcoming Thoughts of Suicide and

Self-Harm or 21 Days to Beat Depression.

✓ A message series from our church

✓ An invitation to join your online community

✓ You Can Overcome Suicidal Thoughts blog post on Finds.Life.

✓ Other websites, such as To Write Love On Her Arms and Project Semicolon.

✓ Resources for U.S. only: Crisis Text Line: text 741741,  The National Suicide

Prevention Lifeline: call 1-800-273-8255 or click the blue “CHAT” button in the

top right corner of their website.

✓ Find a local counselor: https://findtreatment.samhsa.gov

Ready to Change the World?
Thanks for reading this playbook to gain a better understanding of how we can
reach more people for Christ! If you’re ready to start making a difference in our
Online community, use this guide to begin.We believe that one day we will be able
to be in the homes of many, not just in our country but all over the world! We hope
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that you share our passion and vision as we navigate our online community and
expand our Journey family virtually.
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